Discuss with a group or use as self-reflection:

**Before the Vodcast**

1. Safe and smart supervision requires many strategies, including where adults should be positioned while caring for and supervising young children. As adults position themselves, what are key points they should consider when supervising young children? List your ideas below.

   Key points for positioning:

**After the Vodcast**

2. Think of examples shared in the vodcast and finish the following sentence:

   “Good supervisory positions allow you to…”

   Further thinking: Were any of your answers to question number one mentioned in the vodcast?

3. An important consideration in positioning for supervising children is risk. Think about risks that might present themselves (or that have actually happened to you) while caring for children that affect where and how adults position themselves. Share your ideas below.

   Risks to consider…
4. The vodcast draws attention to unique situations that require intentional thought and planning for positioning and supervising, such as when a child has special needs. Share your ideas for unique situations below.

Unique areas, situations, or times of the day that may require extra work and thought for positioning and supervising are…

5. Share what you think Hillary meant when she said, “… being able to scan the room and knowing and seeing where the help is needed and where it’s not – because I think that’s even more important”:

6. If you work with other adults caring for children, most likely there are several times during the day you use team talk. Team talk is important for positioning and supervising young children. Reflect on times you use team talk and answer the following:

Team talk is important for positioning and supervising because…